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Abstract/ Introduction
Optical microscopes placed at hotcell 107 from the Radiometallurgical Installation (RMI) are one of the
main tools for post irradiation tests that are used to obtain structural data (metallography or optical
microscopy) from irradiated material from nuclear fuel or its supporting components. Leitz MM 5 RT optical
microscope (Figure-1) has been designed/ modified so that it can be placed in hotcell and operated safely.
The optical microscope unit is in a hotcell (hot box), while all control equipment, cameras, projection
screens and illumination lights are placed outside the 07 hotcell test. Between optical microscopes and
other equipment are separated by gamma radiation shields (see Figure 2). ) The radiation shield becomes
one part intact with optical microscope equipment. In the condition installed in the hotcell all equipment from
the optical microscope including the gammar radiation shield sits on the chassis (Figure-2).
In the present condition, the optical microscope in hot test 07 needs to be modified, namely the
replacement of the objective lens. The objective lens to be installed has a resolution that is far better than
the previous lens. This modification aims to improve the performance of optical microscopes at HotCell 107.
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Figure 1

Leitz MM RT microscope

Figure 2 Optical Microscope Scheme

in Hotcell 107

1. Microscope Unit
2. Control Unit
3. Chassis in Operation Area
4. Chassis in Hotcell
5. Radiation Shielding
Result and Discussion
The 07 test hotcell optical microscope was successfully removed from the 07 hotcell test into the
operation area without experiencing significant obstacles and safety aspects from the dangers of radiation
and contamination maintained.
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